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Abstract - As the number of application areas for wireless tech-
nologies grows, the need for providing both predictable and re-
liable communication over wireless networks becomes appar-
ent. Cooperative embedded systems for industrial automation 
are one example of systems with these needs. Previously, we 
developed a framework for reliable real-time communication 
in a single-hop wireless network with a logical star topology. 
The framework was placed on top of IEEE 802.15.4 and com-
bines transport layer retransmissions with real-time analysis 
admission control. IEEE 802.15.4 was selected due to its ad-
vantageous energy saving techniques, making it an interesting 
choice for wireless sensor networks in industrial contexts. 
However, its achievable data rate is rather low, especially 
when voice or video for industrial surveillance and monitoring 
need to be transferred. Hence, we adapt our framework to fit 
the IEEE 802.11 standard and evaluate its performance using 
a data traffic model from industrial control and surveillance 
systems. The performance of the framework is evaluated in 
terms of network utilization, message error rate and delay dis-
tribution using theoretical analysis as well as computer simula-
tions.  

I. INTRODUCTION1

Many of today’s industrial automation systems need 
wireless communication. This implies that applications re-
quiring reliable real-time services often attempt to run over 
noisy wireless networks with inherently high packet error 
probabilities. We have previously presented a theoretical 
framework [1] for reducing the message error rate (MER) 
over a wireless link through retransmissions, while still be-
ing able to guarantee delay bounds for real-time traffic. We 
adopt a joint view of real-time constraints and truncated re-
transmission schemes, such that the number of retransmis-
sions is adjusted to the delay bound, thereby avoiding un-
necessary retransmissions of packets after their deadline, or 
retransmissions interfering with other delay bound guaran-
teed traffic. Placing the retransmission functionality in the 
transport layer rather than in the link layer of a single-hop 
network avoids unnecessary retransmissions. Such unneces-
sary retransmissions would occur e.g. if two packets of a 
message consisting of five packets need to be retransmitted, 
but due to deadline constraints there is only time to retrans-
mit one of these packets in time.  

Using existing standards and commercial off the self 
components is vital in industrial settings, to reduce costs 
and maintain interoperability. Hence, in [2] our framework 
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was placed on top of IEEE 802.15.4 in a typical wireless in-
dustrial network with a logical star topology. We showed 
that our approach is able to reduce the MER introduced by 
transient noise on the medium without jeopardizing delay 
bound guarantees given to ordinary transmissions. Further, 
the retransmissions can be constrained to require only a rea-
sonable increase of the bandwidth. However, even though 
IEEE 802.15.4 has advantageous energy saving techniques, 
the available data rate is rather low. This is cumbersome for 
two reasons. Firstly, since data rate can be traded for reli-
ability, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is generally less robust 
against noise and interference compared to e.g., IEEE 
802.11 WLAN. Secondly, albeit many industrial applica-
tions consist of some tens of nodes transmitting only a few 
bytes of data, there are also industrial control and monitor-
ing systems consisting of hundreds of nodes transmitting up 
to 80 bytes of data. In this paper, we therefore extend our 
framework to target industrial monitoring and surveillance 
applications and demonstrate how it can be used on top of 
commercially available IEEE 802.11 transceivers in a typi-
cal single-hop network with a logical star topology.  

Previously, we assessed performance using numerical 
evaluation of the network utilization, U, together with 
Monte-Carlo computer simulations to determine the mes-
sage error rate (MER). This paper also extends the general 
framework to include a theoretical analysis and numerical 
evaluation of the MER as well as computer simulations to 
determine the actual U experienced. In addition, the effects 
of retransmissions on the delay distribution are evaluated, as 
jitter is an important parameter for voice and video transfer. 

The reminder of this article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents related works, and in Section 3 our system 
model is described. In Section 4 the transport layer scheme 
with retransmissions and real-time analysis admission con-
trol is introduced, followed by the analytical performance 
evaluation in Section 5. The computer simulation results 
based on schedulable traffic flows are presented in Section 
6, while Section 7 contains our conclusions. 

II. RELATED WORKS

Prior research in the area of real-time communication is 
plentiful, as are the solutions for increased reliability 
through Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) schemes. Related 
research results include e.g. information redundancy to in-
crease the probability of a successful transmission [3], but 
where even error-free packets are retransmitted creating un-
necessary additional traffic. In [4], a fixed amount of extra 
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time for possible retransmissions is claimed by each node 
based on error probabilities. But, if not all erroneous pack-
ets in a message have time to be retransmitted, resources are 
wasted without adding benefits. Further related work targets 
improvement of the average delay, but failing to give any 
deadline guarantees [5][6], or considering each communica-
tion link separately, not using real-time scheduling analysis 
to ensure overall network performance [7][8]. In [9], a solu-
tion similar to ours is developed, reducing the MER by in-
troducing retransmissions that are sent only until the mes-
sage deadline has passed. However, this approach contains 
no queuing delay analysis and therefore provides no end-to-
end delay bound guarantees. A promising solution was pre-
sented in [10], providing hard real-time delay guarantees for 
traffic flows including retransmissions. However, the solu-
tion uses flow analysis, which has been proven to give a 
lower network utilization capacity than the real-time analy-
sis used in our framework [11]. Since many existing solu-
tions lack timing details, or require traffic regulators to be 
present in each node, the need for our approach is well mo-
tivated. 

Ideas corresponding to our approach can be found in the 
area of fault-tolerant task scheduling on uniprocessor sys-
tems, which could be mapped onto a communication sce-
nario. The reexecution of a task can then be seen as the re-
transmission of a packet. In [12] a schedulability analysis 
for periodic tasks on a single processor was carried out, but 
assuming a maximum of only one error at a time. In [13] 
those results were improved, providing real-time guarantees 
for task sets with higher utilizations and exact schedulability 
analyses for certain failure hypotheses. However, both [12] 
and [13] assume static priority scheduling algorithms, while 
we use earliest deadline first (EDF) with dynamic priorities.  

There are also several publications on the timing analysis 
of the controller area network (CAN) [14]-[18], but also 
here the priority assignment differs from our approach. For 
variants of the original CAN bus, retransmission schemes 
for time-constrained traffic have been proposed, as e.g. for 
Timely-CAN [19] and FTT-CAN [20][21], but both are 
based on fixed priority assignments. Further, in [20] and 
[21] retransmissions exceeding the fault hypothesis are 
made in a best-effort manner (but before the deadline). The 
results of [22] and [23] are based on EDF scheduling, but 
assume preemptive tasks, while in our context packets are 
assumed to be nonpreemptive. Additionally, the results in 
[22] are only valid for tasks with deadlines shorter than 
their periods, while [23] does not treat periodic tasks at all. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Since our framework assumes EDF scheduling, a deter-
ministic medium access control (MAC) protocol enforcing 
EDF is needed. Consequently, a simple master-slave or-
ganization with polling is used, suitable for placement on 
top of a basic IEEE 802.11 chipset. The decision whether or 
not a retransmission should be initiated is based on the real-

time schedulability analysis placed in the transport layer 
protocol. Since all administration of retransmissions is lo-
cated in the transport layer, link layer retransmissions are 
redundant and thus assumed to be turned off. The placement 
of the retransmission functionality in the transport layer 
makes it possible to use the bandwidth more effectively, as 
unnecessary retransmissions can be avoided. An unneces-
sary retransmission would e.g. occur if two packets of a 
longer message consisting of five packets need to be re-
transmitted in order to achieve a correct message, but due to 
deadline constraints there is only time to retransmit one of 
these packets in time. 

A. Network 
In accordance with a characteristic industrial network ap-

plication, we assume a wireless, logical star network with 
one central node. Since the geographical size of factory net-
works is typically small, each node is assumed to be in 
communication range of the central node experiencing ap-
proximately the same propagation delay. Further, we as-
sume a common frequency channel and a fixed data rate. 
The central node is organizing the channel access in a mas-
ter-slave fashion. Slaves are polled frequently by the master, 
and once polled a slave may use the channel exclusively to 
transmit one packet. We assume that all packets hold a per-
fect CRC checksum and the probability of lost acknowl-
edgement messages (ACK) is negligible.  

B. Data traffic specification 
The data traffic in the framework is characterized by traf-

fic flows i, i=1, 2,…, a.k.a. real-time channels (RTCs), 
each defined by a sender node, a receiver node, a minimum 
interarrival time (period), a message length (in bits) and a 
relative deadline (indicating the maximum time from the 
start of the period until the message must have arrived at the 
receiver): i = {Si, Ri, Pi, Ci, Di}. For each traffic flow, the 
transport layer deadline, Di, is divided into two parts, one 
earlier deadline, (Dord,i), for transmission of all ordinary 
packets of the message and one later deadline, (Dretr,i), ena-
bling retransmissions of a certain limited number of these 
packets such that Di=Dord,i+Dretr,i. Next, we add retransmis-
sion channels, ReRTCs, to reduce the overall MER. Even 
retransmission channels are defined as traffic flows: re,j =
{Sre,j, Rre,j, Pre,j, Cre,j, Dre,j}. The period of a retransmission 
channel, Pre,j, is a system parameter defining the shortest 
time between two consecutive uses of the retransmission 
channel in order to maintain a certain maximum bandwidth. 
The deadline, Dre,j, refers to the time allocated for a poten-
tial retransmission. Through these dedicated retransmission 
channels, it is possible to separately allocate network re-
sources for retransmissions. In many hard real-time applica-
tion contexts (e.g. industrial communication or distributed 
embedded systems), data traffic characteristics such as pe-
riod, deadline or data rate are known to the master node. 
This makes it possible to define logical RTCs for ordinary 
transmissions or retransmissions. Note that several logical 
RTCs may exist between the same two nodes, e.g., belong-
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ing to different applications. For our intended scenario, the 
traffic flows may exist in either direction between the mas-
ter and any of the slaves. 

C. Medium access control 
Access to the medium can be organized in different ways, 

but not all of them are advisable for use with real-time traf-
fic since queuing delays must be upper-bounded. Carrier 
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), the contention-based, ran-
dom access MAC method used in IEEE 802.11 WLAN, is 
very successful in providing high throughput for best-effort 
traffic, but highly unsuitable when targeting deterministic 
delay bound guarantees for real-time traffic. This is due to 
the unbounded channel access delays which may occur as a 
result of random back-off times in case of packet collisions. 
To provide deterministic treatment of real-time traffic, we 
extend the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer with a deterministic 
MAC method, where a master polls the connected slaves in 
a specific, deadline-dependent order. The intelligence of 
this polling mechanism (when to poll which slave for what 
packet) resides in the transport layer. Packets are thereby al-
ready handed down from transport to MAC layer in a dead-
line-ordered fashion. Any link layer ARQ mechanisms are 
therefore assumed to be turned off and only its error detec-
tion functionality is used. This is a necessary condition as 
retransmissions only can be permitted when they are sched-
ulable, i.e., the retransmitted packet can meet its deadline 
without jeopardizing delay bound guarantees already given 
to ordinary transmissions or other retransmissions.   

IV. REAL-TIME ARQ TRANSPORT LAYER

A transport layer with real-time ARQ functionality and 
EDF scheduling of traffic is present in both master and 
slave nodes. The choice of EDF enables efficient scheduling 
of retransmissions with short deadlines amongst ordinary 
transmissions with longer deadlines. Since it is our goal to 
provide end-to-end service on a message level, the retrans-
mission policy is placed in the transport layer. Flow and 
congestion control can be omitted as the use of schedulabil-
ity analysis in connection with traffic flows will ensure that 
only traffic that can be handled by the network will be ac-
cepted. ACKs are not retransmitted and used only for data 
traffic from the master to a slave. Data packets from indi-
vidual slaves to the master need not be acknowledged since 
the master is responsible for polling for retransmissions. 

Master Node 
At start-up, the master runs a schedulability analysis 

based on traffic specifications given by the system manager. 
All ReRTCs plus all RTCs that pass the real-time feasibility 
check are accepted. Next, an EDF-sorted queue is created, 
containing two types of packets: polling messages for data 
to be sent from slaves to master and data packets for trans-
mission from master to a slave. The master chooses the first 
packet in the queue and checks if it is a polling packet or a 
data packet. A time-out value specifies the period of time 

the master node has to wait for either the requested packet, 
or the acknowledgement of the transmitted packet, before it 
is allowed to continue with the next packet in the queue. 
The value of the timeout parameter depends on several fac-
tors, e.g., the length of the data packet, the actual bit rate, 
and the propagation delay, Fig. 1. In the case of a polling 
packet, the time from extracting the poll from the queue un-
til a poll for a (re)transmission will be possible is given by:  

_ , _ _

, _ _ ,
timeout poll i proc master poll prop proc slave

data i prop proc master CRC margin

T T T T T

T T T T

= + + + +

+ + + +
 (1) 

where Tpoll and Tdata,i are the transmission times of the poll-
ing packet and the data packet belonging to τi, respectively. 
The propagation delay for both directions, 2·Tprop, is added, 
as well as Tproc_master and Tproc_slave, accounting for, e.g., 
MAC layer processing delays at the master and slave nodes, 
respectively. Tproc_master_CRC also includes the time to check 
for errors in the MAC layer, while Tmargin is a safety margin 
between the expected reception of the data packet and the 
actual end of the timeout to cater for propagation variations. 
In case the transmitted packet is data from the master to one 
of the slaves, an ACK is sent directly by the slave after re-
ception of the data packet. The time before a 
(re)transmission is possible in this case is given by, Fig. 2:  

_ , _ , _ _

_ .
timeout data i proc master data i prop proc slave CRC

ACK prop proc master margin

T T T T T

T T T T

= + + +

+ + + +
 (2) 

TACK is the transmission time of the ACK. In addition to the 
processing time, Tproc_slave_CRC also includes the time for er-
ror checking. Here, Tmargin indicates the safety margin be-
tween the expected reception of the ACK and the actual 
timeout. 

Once the timeout value has been calculated by the master 
node, it sends either a data or a poll packet down to the 
MAC layer. If it is expecting data from a slave, it sends a 

Figure 1. Time-sequence diagram for the calculation of the timeout 
in case of a traffic flow from a slave to the master. 
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poll packet requesting either an ordinary transmission or a 
retransmission. Then the master waits for the interval of 
time defined by the timeout value. In case an ACK arrives, 
the master removes the corresponding data packet from the 
buffer. In the absence of an ACK, or when an expected data 
packet is missing, the polling or data packet will be saved 
until its ordinary or retransmissions deadline has expired. 
Not until the ordinary deadline of a complete message has 
passed, will the master check the availability of the retrans-
mission channels, as only then it will know how many pack-
ets in the message actually need retransmitting. This holds 
also true for retransmission deadlines unless it is the dead-
line of the last allowed retransmission attempt. To be con-
sidered available, the last use of a retransmission channel 
must be at least as long ago as its retransmission period. If a 
satisfying number of retransmission channels is found, and 
the maximum number of retransmissions for the packets in 
question has not been exhausted, new polling or data packet 
retransmissions will be scheduled and added to the queue. 
Note that the entire retransmission time, including timeout 
values and potential polling or ACK, needs to be taken into 
account when determining if a retransmission deadline can 
be met. If not enough retransmission channels are available, 
the request is denied, ensuring that deadlines of previously 
accepted transmissions are never violated. 

Slave Node 
In the slave, no logic for retransmissions administration 

or schedulability analysis is needed. Each slave only holds a 
software queue for ordinary transmissions, continuously 
populated with the periodic real-time traffic generated by 
the application(s). Further, a memory for previously trans-
mitted packets is necessary, where all packets are kept until 
their deadline expires in order to be available for possible 
retransmissions. ACKs are not queued as they are sent di-
rectly after reception of a correct packet. Whenever a slave 

receives a polling message, the protocol identifies the right 
packet in the transmission queue or the retransmission 
memory and hands the packet down to the MAC layer for 
transmission. Next the retransmission memory is checked 
for packets with expired deadlines, which are immediately 
removed. Packets transmitted for the first time are relocated 
from the transmission queue to the retransmission memory.  

V. ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Since it is our goal to guarantee that the deadlines of all 
real-time traffic flows (including retransmissions) are met, 
real-time analysis plays a vital part in our framework. Ex-
tending the work in [1], our analysis is applied to a polling-
based MAC method, where master-to-slave and slave-to-
master communication is denoted by M S and S M, re-
spectively. Additionally, an analytical expression is derived 
to calculate the probability of message error under the as-
sumption of our retransmission scheme. 

A. Utilization 
The maximum number of RTCs and ReRTCs simultane-

ously present in the system is denoted Q and M, respec-
tively. Each RTC is defined as i={Si, Ri, Pi, Ci, Di}. In the 
transport layer, the deadline Di, given by the application, is, 
as previously mentioned, divided into one deadline for ordi-
nary transmissions Dord,i and one for retransmissions Dretr,i.
Further, the message length given in the RTC specification 
indicates only the length of the actual data packets, but does 
not take into consideration the polling packet prior to a 
slave’s channel access. Neither does it account for the ACK 
sent by the slave upon reception of a correct data packet. 
Both have to be included when analysing the real-time fea-
sibility of the traffic set. Considering the total transmission 
time TS→M,i for a traffic flow τi, we have: 

(
)

, , ,

_ _ _ _

2S M i i data i poll i prop

proc master proc slave proc master CRC margin

T N T T T

T T T T

→ = ⋅ + + ⋅ +

+ + +
, (3) 

where Ni is the number of packets transmitted by τi in each 
period. Note that (3) relates to the timeout value given by 
(1), but includes all packets required to transmit one in-
stance of τi. Considering the transmission time TM→S, no 
polling packet is included. Instead an ACK is sent by the 
slave after successful reception of a data packet, and the 
corresponding transmission time for all packets of τi is:

(
)

, ,

_ _ _

2

2

M S i i data i ACK prop

proc master proc slave CRC margin

T N T T T

T T T

→ = ⋅ + + ⋅ +

+ ⋅ + +
. (4) 

The deadline for each ordinary transmission has already 
been reduced to Dord,i to allow for one or more retransmis-
sion attempt(s). However, further adaptation of this deadline 
is necessary to isolate the queuing delay. The worst case 
blocking time has to be considered, as experienced by a 
packet (with an earlier deadline) arriving at the EDF queue 
and being blocked by a packet with a later deadline that has 
just started to be transmitted and cannot be stopped due to 

Figure 2. Time-sequence diagram for the calculation of the timeout 
in case of a traffic flow from the master to a slave. 
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the assumption of nonpreemptiveness for packets in a com-
munication context. The blocking time, Tblocking, is defined 
as the maximum timeout in any direction, i.e., 

{ }_ , _ ,max ,blocking timeout poll i timeout data iT T T=  (5) 

The new deadlines for regular M S and S M communi-
cation are, respectively: 

, , , .ordM S i ordS M i ord i blockingd d D T→ →= = −  (6) 

Analogously, the total transmission times for τre,j are: 

_ , , , _

_ _ _

2S M retr j data j poll j prop proc master

proc slave proc master CRC margin

T T T T T

T T T
→ = + + ⋅ +

+ + +
 (7) 

_ , , ,

_ _ _ _

2M S retr j data j ACK j prop

proc master proc slave proc master CRC margin

T T T T

T T T T
→ = + + ⋅

+ + + +
. (8) 

By dividing the deadline in two parts, we obtain the dead-
line Dretr,i for all retransmission attempts for the packets be-
longing to τi. Being identical for all channels, it is hence-
forth denoted Dretr. As Dretr has to accommodate Nattempt re-
transmission attempts, a deadline per retransmission attempt 
(DretrM S,i, DretrS M,i) for each RTC is defined as: 

, ,
retr

retrM S i retrS M i
attempt

D
D D

N→ →= =  (9) 

The retransmission channel re,j is partly defined by the pa-
rameters Pre,j, Dre,j, and Cre,j, which are system parameters 
used to control the length of the retransmission time span 
and thereby its allowed bandwidth. As the deadline guaran-
tee has to hold also for retransmissions, all retransmission 
periods Dre are defined to be of the same length as the per 
retransmission deadline, i.e.: 

, ,re re j retrM S iD D D →= = . (10) 

Again, we need to account for the worst case blocking time 
Tblocking when isolating the maximum queuing delays 
dretrM S,i and dretrS M,i which are calculated by: 

, ,retrM S i retrS M i re blockingd d D T→ →= = − . (11) 

The real-time analysis itself is conducted in two manda-
tory parts, as each of the steps is necessary, but not suffi-
cient in itself under given assumptions. The first condition 
to be fulfilled is that the utilization of any link is never to 
exceed 1. Adapting well-known EDF scheduling theory 
[24] for periodic real-time tasks to our case yields a utiliza-
tion of: 

, ,

1 1, ,

_ , _ ,

1 1, ,

.

V W
S M i M S i

i iT i T i

X Y
S M retr j M S retr j

j jre j re j

T T
U

P P

T T
P P

→ →

= =

→ →

= =

= + +

+ +

 (12) 

Here, V and W denote the number of RTCs (M S and 
S M, respectively), where V + W = Q. X and Y are the 
number of retransmission channels used for M S commu-
nication and vice versa, where X + Y = M. The transmission 
time parameters are used according to their definition in (3), 
(4), (7) and (8), respectively. The second step of the real-

time analysis includes calculating the workload imposed on 
the network by the RTCs. Originally intended for calculat-
ing the processor workload in uniprocessor task scheduling, 
and proven correct for EDF scheduling in [25], this method 
was mapped onto a networking context in [26]. A workload 
function, h(t), is calculated as the sum of the transmission 
times of all messages sent by all RTCs in all periods (only 
message instances which have their absolute deadline be-
fore time t are included). The time t is measured relative to 
the start of the hyperperiod of all RTCs. The length of the 
hyperperiod is calculated as the least common multiple of 
all RTC periods and the start of the hyperperiod is defined 
as the time when all periods start at the same time, and it 
ends when they do so again. This concurrent start of all pe-
riods represents the proven worst case workload on the 
network, and therefore also leads to the worst case delay 
[25][27][28]. In our case, the workload is: 

( )
[ ]
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,

1, , ,
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1
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ordM S i

retrS M j

ordS M i
S M i

i V T i
d t

ordM S i
M S i

i W T i
d t

retrS M j
S M retr j

j X re j
d t

retrM S

t d
h t T

P

t d
T

P

t d
T

P

t d

→

→

→

→
→

∈
≤

→
→
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≤

→
→

∈
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→
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= + ⋅ +

−
+ ⋅ +
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+ ⋅ +
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+

[ ]
,

,
_ ,

1, , ,
retrM S j

j
M S retr j

j Y re j
d t

T
P

→

→
∈

≤

⋅

 (13) 

where the first and the second sum denote the workload for 
the ordinary transmissions (M S and vice versa), and the 
third and the fourth sum represent the retransmissions. Here 
h(t) t, ∀t, must be fulfilled in order to ensure the feasibil-
ity of traffic allocations also when additional RTCs are in-
troduced in the network. In [29] a reduction of computa-
tional complexity is proposed by only considering discrete 
instances, i.e., only whenever a message deadline occurs. If 
both the utilization and the feasibility constraints are ful-
filled, the timely treatment of all allocated RTCs can be 
guaranteed. The tests only have to be executed when a new 
RTC is requesting access to the network. Once a traffic al-
location for a certain set of RTCs has passed both tests, 
deadline guarantees can be met and maintained. 

B. Message Error Rate 
Without loss of generality, we assume that all messages 
from all RTCs consist of n packets each. The length in bits 
of each packet is denoted L. For simplicity, we also assume 
a fixed bit error probability, Pb, in our numerical evaluation 
of the MER, although in our computer simulations we have 
used both a fixed and a randomly varying Pb. The packet er-
ror probability, Pe, can then be obtained from the bit error 
probability, according to: 
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( )1 1 .L
e bP P= − −  (14) 

Assume that we have k available ReRTCs, each capable of 
retransmitting exactly one packet. For a system without re-
transmissions, 0k =  and the MER is given by

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

0
1

1

1

, .

n
n

k e e

n

NoARQ

nP P P

n P n

αα

α

α

α

αα

−
=

=

=

= −

=
 (15) 

This provides an upper bound for the MER of our frame-
work. A system that allows one retransmission for each er-
roneous packet, i.e., ,k nX=  where X is the total number of 
RTCs, has a MER of: 

( ) ( )

( )

1 1

1
1 1

1 1

, ,

n
n

k nX e e e e

n
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α β

α

α β

α
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− −
=

= =

=
= =

= − −

=

(16) 

where  indicates the number of erroneous packets in the 
message after the ordinary transmission, and  those that are 
still erroneous after the retransmission. Note that the prob-
ability of message error in this case is the same for all 
RTCs, since all erroneous packets may be retransmitted 
once. Equations (15) and (16) constitute upper and lower 
bounds to the MER in our system, since we allow some, but 
not all packets to be retransmitted. As in the calculation of 
U, we assume the worst case of all RTCs starting their peri-
ods at the same time. A maximum of one retransmission per 

packet is allowed, using one of k available ReRTCs. Fur-
ther, due to reasons of complexity, we assume that all 
ReRTCs are released at the end of the hyperperiod, i.e., that 
all ReRTC have a period equal to the hyperperiod, allowing 
us to consider only one hyperperiod. Assume first that 0 < k
< n. For the first RTC, 1,i =  to be transmitted, there are ex-
actly k retransmissions left, and the MER is: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

, 1
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oneous
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For all the following messages, where i > 1, the probability 
of message error is given by:  
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 (18) 

Recall that retransmissions are granted only when there are 
enough available ReRTCs such that all erroneous packets in 
the message can be retransmitted. Consequently, the first 
and second term correspond to the case where RTC i ex-
periences packet errors, but not enough retransmission 
channels are available, either because there are more than k
packet errors or because previous RTCs have already used 
some of the ReRTCs. Note that the probability of message 
error now depends on i since the number of available re-
transmissions, k, is potentially reduced for each new RTC 
introduced. Consequently, R[1, +1]i-1 denotes the probabil-
ity of having exactly  available ReRTC left after transmis-
sion of RTC i. This probability can be described in a state 
transition diagram, Fig. 3, resulting in the probability transi-
tion matrix: 

( )
( )

( )

( ) ( 1) (1)
( 1) (1) 1 0

0 0
(1) (1) 0
0 0 0 0 0

E k E k E A k
E k E A k

E A
A

−
− −

=R (19)

The transition probabilities in Fig. 3 correspond to the indi-
ces in matrix R and are given by: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

1 1
n

n n
e e e

n
A P P P ϕϕ

ϕ δ
δ

ϕ
−

= +

= − + −  (20) 

Figure 3. Transition diagram for the probability of having  ReRTCs left. 
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( )( ) 1 .n
e e

n
E P P δδδ

δ
−= −  (21) 

Here, ( )A δ relates to the probability of remaining in the 
same state and thus not using any ReRTC, either because of 
no errors or because of too many errors, whereas ( )E δ de-
notes the probability of using exactly δ  ReRTCs. The total 
MER of our system is found by averaging over the message 
errors experienced by each of the individual RTCs.  

Assume now that k = n. For the first message, there are 
exactly k retransmissions left. This is always enough as k = 
n is the maximum number of packets that can be erroneous. 
Therefore the only possibility of message error is erroneous 
retransmissions, and the probability of message error is 
given by (16). For the following messages where i > 1, the 
probability of message error can be calculated as  
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Finally, assume that n < k < nX. For the first message, there 
are exactly k retransmissions left, which is always more 
than necessary, and the probability of message error is again 
given by (16). For the following messages, where i > 1, the 
probability of message error will be given by (22) since 
there can never be more than n packet errors per message.  

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We have evaluated the performance of our framework 
and validated our analytical expressions by discrete-time, 
Monte-Carlo computer simulations implemented in Matlab. 
The goal was to study the obtained bandwidth utilization, 
the MER improvement, the utilization penalty suffered due 
to the introduction of retransmission channels, and possible 
jitter introduced into the system by our retransmission 
scheme. In the simulator we implemented both the MAC 
layer extension and the transport layer protocol, with and 
without retransmissions (still providing deadline guaran-
tees) to get a suitable benchmark for comparison. 

The simulator models a single-hop network with 50 
nodes, one of them acting as master. The data rate was set to 
54 Mb/s, according to the IEEE 802.11 standard, with a 
maximum packet length of 1000 bits and an ACK and a 
polling packet length of 100 bits. These packet lengths are 
somewhat shorter than what is typical for today’s WLAN 
standard, but appropriate in an industrial context. Since 
ACK and poll packets are very short, we assume an error 
free feedback channel and thus neither packet types are re-
transmitted. The propagation delay is set to a constant 1 s,
corresponding to a distance of approximately 300 m assum-
ing a wave propagation speed through air of 3·108 m/s. 

For all simulations, the data traffic consists of RTCs ran-
domly (assuming a uniform distribution) chosen from a 

specified set of traffic classes. The sender and receiver 
nodes are randomized (also here assuming a uniform distri-
bution), with the master always being on one side of each 
traffic flow. The set of retransmission channels are varied 
between simulations, but as the length of a retransmission 
packet (Lre), the data rate (r), the retransmission period 
(Pre), and the number of retransmission channels (M) is 
known, the theoretical maximum network utilization by the 
retransmission channels (Ure) can be calculated as: 

( )
re

re
re

L
r

U M M
P

= ⋅ (23) 

All transmitted data packets are subject to random noise 
represented as a certain bit error probability resulting in a 
specific packet error rate. A constant BER of 10-4 was used 
for verification of the analytical results, while for the rest of 
the simulations we assume a bursty error behaviour, mod-
elled by a typical two-state Markov model (Gilbert-Elliot). 
The two states have a BER of 10-2 and 10-4 and the state 
changing probabilities are 0.5 and 0.99, respectively. The 
traffic classes out of which the data traffic is randomized are 
specified in Table I, while the two different simulated speci-
fications of retransmission channels are given in Table II, 
together with their theoretical maximum utilization, Ure.

The network utilization was both simulated on the packet 
level and analytically calculated on the traffic flow level us-
ing (12). Fig. 4 depicts the utilization values for the two 
cases with and without retransmissions, derived both 
through analysis and through simulation. U is plotted as a 
function of the number of requested RTCs. The utilization 
value is the sum of accepted RTCs, excluding all retrans-
mission channels since we want to study the influence of the 
retransmission channels on the regular traffic. Whether or 
not a channel is accepted, is decided based on the outcome 
of the real-time schedulability test implemented as a part of 
the transport layer functionality. It should be noted that the 
inclusion of retransmission channels reduces the maximum 
possible bandwidth utilization by normal real-time channels. 
However, the reduction is not only due to the usage of 
bandwidth by the retransmission channels, since in that case 
the reduction would correspond to the theoretical maximum 

TABLE I. TRAFFIC SPECIFICATION

TABLE II. RETRANSMISSION CHANNEL SPECIFICATION
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bandwidth utilization of the retransmission channels, Ure as 
shown in Table II. The penalty observed both in the analyti-
cal and the simulated curve is instead mainly due to the fact 
that the ReRTCs introduced for the retransmissions have a 
deadline which is considerably shorter than their period, 
which makes it more difficult to find feasible schedules. 
Furthermore, also the deadline of regular RTCs is shortened 
(from D to Dord) contributing to this decrease of schedula-
bility. Intuitively, low rate traffic channels with long periods 
and long deadlines are easier to schedule in such a context. 
The resulting network utilization penalty was found to be 
approximately 23 percentage points when using two re-
transmission channels, while eight retransmission channels 
increase the penalty to 28 percentage points. The fact that 
the simulated and the analytical value correspond with each 
other verifies the correctness of our results. 

The second parameter studied was the MER both when 
not using our retransmission scheme, and after the introduc-
tion of retransmissions. The simulated MER values are the 
result of a packet level Monte-Carlo simulation, while the 
analytical values are given by (17) and (22). Fig. 5 shows a 
simple traffic case with merely one traffic class. The period 
and the deadline were set to 1 ms, with a message length of 
2 kb. Further we assumed M = 1 and Nattempt = 1, with the 
ReRTC’s period set to 1 ms, its deadline at 0.2 ms, and a 
message length of 1 kB. The BER in this case was fixed to 
10-4. The theoretical upper bound on the MER is identical to 
the simulated case of no retransmissions, while both the 
simulated and the analytical MER value when using our 
framework are between the bounds. As the analytical and 
the simulated curves coincide, our results are validated. 

Studying the MER for the traffic case specified in Table I 
and under the assumption of bursty error behaviour, we can 
see in Fig. 6 that, when using two retransmission channels, 
the MER can be improved from 10–1 down to almost 10-2,
depending on the number of RTCs in the system. Increasing 
the number of retransmission channels pushed the MER fur-
ther down for the case of few RTCs, while the difference in 

improvement for a high number of RTCs is considerably 
smaller. There is a distinct difference in the level of im-
provement for a smaller amount of RTCs as compared to 
the saturated network. With fewer RTCs, fewer channels 
need to request retransmissions, which means that the com-
petition for retransmission channels is low and more of the 
required retransmissions can be sent. However, this holds 
only true when the number of requested RTCs reaches a 
level where all ReRTCs can be exploited. Assuming a very 
small numbers of traffic flows in the network, increasing the 
number of ReRTCs would not improve the MER any fur-
ther, as we cannot retransmit more packets than actually ex-
ist. Instead the deadline or the number of allowed retrans-
missions will become the limiting factor for further MER 
improvement. 

When considering the utilization and MER curves to-
gether, a clear, and expected, trade-off becomes obvious. 
The introduction of retransmission channels leads to an im-
provement regarding message errors, but this gain in reli-
ability has to be paid with a decreased grade of utilization. 
This penalty manifests itself noticeably at high network 
loads where the utilization penalty is highest, while the 
MER improvement is smallest. However, at medium net-
work loads, the trade-off is less costly, which proves the 
usefulness of our approach. Additionally, it must not be for-
gotten that bandwidth not booked by hard real-time traffic 
and its retransmissions can always be used by best-effort 
traffic since no bandwidth is lost for retransmission oppor-
tunities not needed by the RTCs. 

In order to see the effect of our retransmission approach 
on individual traffic classes, we studied the introduction of 
retransmission channels on different traffic classes as speci-
fied in Table I. The period of the retransmission channels in 
our simulations is equal to the shortest of the periods 
amongst the regular traffic channels. For the sake of read-
ability, only the results for M = 2 are presented in Fig. 7. 
When studying the improvement for the different traffic 
classes, it can be seen that the overall improvement in MER 

Figure 4. Utilization results derived through analysis and simulation Figure 5. Analytical and simulated MER for a simple traffic case
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is highest for TC1 which is characterized by short messages, 
a short period and a short deadline. Both TC2 and TC3 are 
experiencing smaller improvements than TC1, but only for 
high numbers of requested RTCs, when the competition for 
retransmissions is increased. (For very small numbers of re-
quested RTCs, too few message errors could be recorded to 
provide statistically reliable results.) Obviously, having only 
one type of retransmission channel does not favour all traf-
fic classes equally well. This indicates room for improve-
ment in the design of the details of our scheme, where the 
periods and the deadlines for the ReRTCs could be designed 
differently for different ReRTCs, relaxing our assumption 
of identical retransmission channels. 

Many real-time applications are sensitive not only to 
deadline misses, but also to variations in delay. Since any 
retransmission scheme will influence the message delay, we 
studied the average message delay experienced in our simu-
lation. The values have been calculated for the maximum 
number of 120 requested RTCs (Fig. 8 and 9) and the result 

shows the delay distribution in ten equal intervals. It can be 
seen that for the case without retransmissions the delay dis-
tribution has, as expected due to the nature of the traffic 
classes, a high number of messages with a quite short delay 
(< 2 ms), and none of the messages experiences a longer de-
lay than about 5.5 ms. Introducing retransmissions shortens 
the ordinary deadline, leading to a decrease in delay for 
many messages. However, when the first transmission is er-
roneous, further time is added until the initiation of a re-
transmission, leading to an increase in delay, visible in the 
rightmost bin in Fig. 9. Our simulation shows that, as ex-
pected, the spreading in the delay distribution is higher, but 
also that the percentage of messages with short delay is 
higher when using retransmissions. As the introduction of 
retransmissions leads to a shortening of the deadline and 
thereby influences the schedulability in the network, the ab-
solute number of messages in the histograms cannot be 
compared directly. They differ as the number of traffic 
channels admitted to the network differs in the two cases. 

Figure 6. MER results derived by simulation Figure 7. MER per traffic class (TC) derived by simulation 
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VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a framework suitable to fulfil requirements 
on absolute predictability and high reliability in a single-hop 
wireless network. Building on existing chipsets supporting 
IEEE 802.11, we extended the MAC layer to provide de-
terministic channel access, and designed a transport layer 
admission control and retransmission functionality. We im-
prove the MER for hard real-time traffic substantially while 
keeping the utilization penalty at a reasonable level. Conse-
quently our approach is a tractable solution for networks 
carrying real-time traffic in need of concurrent reliability 
and deadline guarantees such as, e.g., industrial monitoring 
and surveillance systems. A solution that enables the use of 
wireless technologies even in challenging radio environ-
ments with inherently high noise and interference levels, 
opens up for a new area of applications. 

In contrast to many other solutions, we evaluate our ap-
proach both by analytical calculations and computer simula-
tions, each method contributing with different insights. 
While analysis makes it possible to study the relationship 
between MER and e.g. message length, retransmission at-
tempts per packet, and number of retransmissions channels, 
in the simulations we can study the effect of, e.g., different 
channel models, the interaction of different traffic classes, 
or the actual (not worst case) bandwidth utilization.  
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